
Data, Insight and Analytics 
Employment within specialist area 

Digital Analytics

https://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/


Skill sets in demand
Based on our data, these are the skills that are in highest demand in the UK amongst 

Digital Analytics talent within Data and Analytics teams :
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Google Analytics/Data studio
Optimise, Tag Manager (Google Academy)

Adobe Analytics 

SQL / SQL server 

Session reply tools

Email marketing tools
i.e. Adobe Campaign

Statistical Analysis 
(SPSS, SAS, STATA, R)

Tableau

Python 

Digital Marketing 

Social listening tools



Key trends within Digital Analytics

The two main tools candidates need experience of are Google Analytics & Adobe Analytics. 
When companies look to hire new Analysts, they are more commonly looking for candidates with 
certifications, with either Google Analytics or Adobe Analytics. 

More advanced tools to replay sessions or social listening are starting to become more in demand 
Candidates with SQL skills and either Adobe or Google Analytics experience are the most desirable and 
rare candidates.

The more senior people get the more they are looking for leadership and management roles as well as 
being up to date with new tools. A lot like to stay hands on with their tools instead of leaving the work to 
their teams. I feel this is the better way to be a manager or team lead in these markets because they can 
understand what their teams are doing and jump in if they need to whereas when seniors can do this they 
give up that part of the role which limits their choice of work.

Trends.



Salaries within Digital Analytics

Juniors (0 - 1 years experience) £18K - £20K
Mid Levels (2-4 years experience) £20K - £38K
Seniors £40K - £50K
Management Level £50K - £60K

Salaries.



Retention and engagement
Based on our internal data, the 10 most important factors in retaining Digital Analytics

talent within Data and Analytics teams are:
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Training/Personal development 

Good career progression
direction they can follow and aim for

Appreciated and listened to
(younger candidates appreciate this most)

Feeling challenged
(senior candidates are looking for this, alongside 
companies with a large client base so there is a 
lot of data available.)

Certifications
for Google Analytics / Adobe Analytics

Advanced tools

Remote / flexible working opportunities

Team culture

Opportunity to lead a team

Location



Contact us

If you’d like market specific information please feel free to get in touch with the ADLIB team.

Find us at St Bartholomews House, Bristol, BS1 2NH and contact us on 0117 926 9530
Connect with us at LinkedIn and follow us on Twitter

www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk
Creating teams. Shaping futures.

We are a Recruitment Agency operating within the Technology, Data, Engineering, 
Science, Marketing and Design industries. Proudly B Corp certified. 

Our mission and impact go far beyond recruitment. A trusted partner, supporting growth, 
change and success at pace since 2001.
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